Pancreatic beta cell heterogeneity in glucose-induced insulin secretion.
Rat pancreatic beta cells differ in their individual sensitivity to glucose-inducible metabolic changes. The present study examines whether beta cells with a higher metabolic threshold require higher glucose levels for stimulation of their secretory activity. Purified beta cells were distributed according to their metabolic redox state at 7.5 mM glucose; the metabolically responsive (high responsive) and unresponsive (low responsive) subpopulations of comparable size and viability were reaggregated in the presence of [3H]tyrosine and then perfused at 2.8 mM glucose with 10-min pulses of increasing glucose concentration. Glucose elicited first-phase insulin release in both high and low responsive subpopulations from, respectively, 4.2 and 8.3 mM on. The amplitude of both secretory responses increased dose dependently, the rates in the high responsive subpopulation being 2-fold higher than in the low responsive one. At all stimulating glucose levels, fractional release of 3H-labeled insulin was 3- to 4-fold higher than that of immunoreactive insulin. Preferential release of newly formed insulin was already maximally stimulated at 4.2 mM glucose in the high responsive subpopulation, whereas it increased dose-dependently in the low responsive one. These results indicate the existence of intercellular differences in the secretory activity of glucose-exposed beta cells, both in terms of glucose sensitivity and of amplitude. This heterogeneity in beta cell secretory responsiveness parallels that which has been previously described for the cellular metabolic and biosynthetic functions. It is concluded that glucose dose-dependently recruits beta cells into both biosynthetic and secretory activities. Co-existence of inactive and activated cells can explain preferential release of newly synthesized over preformed hormone during glucose stimulation.